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World Amateur Golf Team Championships

MEN
for the Eisenhower Trophy
Christchurch Golf Club
Christchurch,
New Zealand

WOMEN
for the Espirito Santo Trophy
Russley Golf Club
Christchurch,
New Zealand
ARGENTINA—(from left) Captain Eduardo R. Lorenzutti, Fernando Chiesa, Ronaldo Damm, Martin Lonardi and Diego Ventureira.

AUSTRALIA—(from left) Captain John Westacott, Robert Allenby, Christopher Gray, Lester Pedersen and John Wade.

AUSTRIA—(from left) Captain Lambert Stoltz, Markus Brier, Alexander Peterskovsky, Fritz Poppmeier and Rudi Sailer.
BELGIUM—(from left) Captain Roger Rabaey, Christophe Bosmans, Emanuel Janssens, Amaury d'Ogimont and Dany Vanbegin.

BERMUDA—(from left) Captain Brendan J. Ingham, Scott Mayne, David Purcell, Robert Vallis and Jack Wahl.

BRAZIL—(from left) Captain Seymour Marvin, Patrick Caussin, Rafael Gonzalez, Wagner Rocumbacar.
CANADA—(from left) Captain Robert G. Long, Jeff Cannon, Craig Marseilles, Doug Roxburgh and Warren Sye.

GOLF ASSN. REP. OF CHINA—(from left) Captain Ching-ming Ho, Tse-peng Chang, Tze-lang Huang, Chi-huang Tsai and Wei-tze Yeh.

DENMARK—(from left) Captain Helge Ejrnaes, Jan Andersen, Jakob Greisen, Bjorn Norgaard and Henrik Simonsen.
FIJI—(from left) Captain Reg J. Woodman, Mahmood Buksh, Dharam Prakash, Jalen Raman and Indra Warjan.

FINLAND—(from left) Captain Lassi Tilander, Anssi Kankkonen, Petri Pulkkinen, Juha Selin and Erkki Valimaa.

FRANCE—(from left) Captain Sven Boinet, Christian Cevaer, Olivier Edmond, Francois Illouz and Christophe Pottier.
GERMANY—(from left) Captain Kai Flint, Rainer Mund, Hans-Gunter Reiter, Jan Schapmann and Ekkehart Schieffer.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND—(from left) Captain Geoffrey C. Marks, Andrew Coltart, Gary Evans, Jim Milligan and Ricky Willison.

GUATEMALA—(from left) Captain Arturo Herrera, Gerardo Berger, Oscar Castillo, Francisco Escobar and Rolando Vasquez.
HONG KONG—(from left) Captain Dr. Brian Choa, Derek Fung, Ian Hindhaugh, Scott Rowe and David Tonroe.

ITALY—(from left) Captain Stefano Cimatti, Massimo Florioli, Enrico Nistri, Marcello Santi and Massimo Scarpa.

IVORY COAST—(from left) Captain Konan Coulou, Alain Danho, Bertin Djedji, Siaka Kone and Marcel Soumahoro.
JAPAN—(from left) Captain Tetsuo Sakata, Noriaki Kimura, Yasunobu Kuramoto, Shigeki Maruyama and Kiyotaka Oie.

KOREA—(from left) Captain Duk Mo Kim, Joo Hwan Ahn, Ik Je Chang, Hye Sik Min and Jin Kun Oh.

MEXICO—(from left) Captain Tomas Lehman, Roberto Lebrija, Alejandro Munoz, Federico Ortiz and Miguel Quijano.

NETHERLANDS—(from left) Captain R. E. van Erven Dorens, Stephane Lovey, Rolf Muntz, Rik Ruts and Michael Vogel.

NEW ZEALAND—(from left) Captain Roger Brennand, Steven Alker, Michael Long, Grant Moorhead and Brent Paterson.
NORWAY—(from left) Captain Chris Selbekk, Knut Ekjord, Bjorn Hage, Thomas Nielsen and Oyvind Rojahn.

PHILIPPINES—(from left) Captain Rodolfo H. Samson, Danilo Cabajar, Felix Cassius Casas, Francis Gaston and Vince Lauron.

PUERTO RICO—(from left) Captain Tito Santiago, Elvin Cordova, Elvin Gonzalez, Luis Juncos and Andres Subira.
SINGAPORE—(from left) Captain Douglas Ooi, Dino Kwek, Kevin Lee, Douglas Ooi and John Pang.

SPAIN—(from left) Captain Santiago Fisas, Diego Borrego, Eduardo De La Riva, Tomas Munoz and Alfonso Vidaor.

SWEDEN—(from left) Captain Arne Andersson, Klas Eriksson, Mathias Gronberg, Gabriel Hjertstedt and Per Nyman.
SWITZERLAND—(from left) Captain Martin Kessler, Kouroche Achtari, Christophe Bovet, Markus Frank and Thomas Gottstein.

UNITED STATES—(from left) Captain William J. Williams, Jr., Allen Doyle, David Duval, David Eger and Phil Mickelson.

ZIMBABWE—(from left) Captain Paddy Francomb, Michael Dardagan, Ross Dennett, Anderson Rusike and Craig Singleton.